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АНГЛИЙСКИЙ 

10-11 кл. 

№1. He won the lottery with the first ticket he ________ for forty years. 

1) has bought 

2) had bought 

3) bought 

4) had been buying 

 

№2. _________ form of advertising is Radio Channel One. 

1) A least popular 

2) The more popular 

3) The least popular 

4) A much popular 

 

№3. Once I’ve finished this routine task, ______ you a call. 

1) I’have given 

2) I’ll give 

3) I am giving 

4) I gave 

 

№4. Their concerts _______ a lot of attention in the local press recently. 

1) has got 

2) have getting 

3) have been getting 

4) have got 

 

№5. If everything ______ according to plan, this robbery would have been no joke. 

1) would have gone 

2) have gove 

3) has been going 

4) had gone 
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№6. Ten years ago very few families bought ___ bottled mineral water to drink at ____ 

home, as they thought it was a luxury item. 

1) a; the 

2) the; -- 

3) -- ; -- 

4) --; the 

 

№7. The baby________ ! His eyes are open. 

1) must be sleeping 

2) can’t be sleeping 

3) may be sleeping 

4) shouldn’t be sleeping 

 

№8. He is walking today, because he _________ his bike repaired. 

1) has 

2) has had 

3) is having 

4) will have had 

 

№9. He said his family ________ delighted to welcome her to Cyprus. 

1) would be 

2) will be 

3) will have been 

4) has been 

 

№10. She ____ obsessed with rock climbing at a young age. 

1) becomes 

2) became 

3) has become 

4) would become 

 

№11. You never got into stamp collecting, ___? 

1) don’t you 

2) didn’t you 

3) were you 

4) did you 
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№12. He ____ me to the first game when I was only six. 

1) used to take 

2) would take 

3) took 

4) has taken 

 

№13. Most of all I like the perfume ___ you gave me on my birthday. 

1) which 

2) what 

3) who 

4) that 

 

№14. She _____ this information on the official website. 

1) founded 

2) have find 

3) was found 

4) has found 

 

№15. You'd better take your coat ____ the weather gets worse 

1) in case 

2) otherwise 

3) so that 

4) in order to 
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№16. Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски A-F частями предложений, 

обозначенными цифрами 1—7. Одна из частей в списке 1—7 лишняя. Занесите 

цифры, обозначающие соответствующие части предложений, в таблицу. 

Construction of the London Eye 

Since opening in March 2000 the London Eye has become an iconic landmark of modern 

Britain. The London Eye is one of the most popular attractions in the UK. Since mid-

January 2015, it has been known in branding as the Coca-Cola London Eye, according to 

an agreement signed in 2014. 

Constructing the London Eye was a massive challenge. It is the tallest observation wheel 

in the world, A _______________. It was a piece of daring innovation and revolutionary 

design В_______________ with an exceptional team of experts. It took seven years and 

the skills of hundreds of people from five countries to make the London Eye a reality. 

The London Eye passenger capsules are designed in a new form for an observation wheel. 

The result is a stunning 360 degree panoramic view from the top of the wheel, 

C_______________ . 

Any visitor to the London Eye can’t help but be amazed by the incredible six cables holding 

the wheel in place. The wheel cables include a variety of thick strong cables,  

D _______________, holding the rim tight to the central bar. The main elements were 

manufactured in cast steel. The central bar itself was too large to be made as a single piece, 

E_______________ . All the casting was carried out by Skoda Steel. 

Each rotation of the London Eye takes about 30 minutes, meaning a capsule travels slowly, 

F _______________ without the wheel having to stop. 

 

1) which are similar to bicycle spokes 

2) which are popular among tourists worldwide 

3) allowing numerous passengers to step on and off 

4) rising high above the London skyline at 135 metres 

5) so instead it was produced in eight smaller sections 

6) so one can see around 40 km as far as Windsor Castle 

7) that combined the best of British architecture and engineering 

A B C D E F 

      

 


